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To view realistically the difficulties of today means we have to campaign for a Europe of Justice and Peace to
rehumanise and inspire its male and female citizens
The very serious economic crisis which began five years ago and which shows no signs of abating, raises the
question about certain aspects of the specific role of Europe and its institutions in the way it has been formed
and organised over the last fifty years. In this situation, the extent of suffering, uncertainty and all kinds of
difficulties which relate to the spiritual dimensions of existence, go from bad to worse.
As male and female Catholic European citizens, we reconfirm our confidence in the process of working
together of the people of our continent, which began after the second world war but we have to mention and
denounce the neo-liberal policies and the dictatorship of the financial structures which, especially since the
crisis began, have become an obstacle to achieving the original objectives, namely: to safeguard and promote
the rights of Man, and especially the equality/parity between men and women; the internal stability and intercultural and inter-beliefs dialogue in all our countries; the lessening of inequality within each country and
between different countries; our contribution to peace in the world based on justice; the strengthening of
democracy in all countries and especially in those which have only recently joined the European Union.
.
These policies which seek to combine growth with debt reduction only lead to an austerity which is seriously
harmful to the weakest sectors of the population, especially young people and women, profoundly
compromising achievements of the 'welfare state' that we thought had become permanent and both favouring
the strong countries and dramatically increasing the social and economic differences between the rich and
poor areas of the continent, sometimes with dramatic consequences.
It is above all due to the crisis that the positions relating to national, local and corporative interests gain a
growing influence in sectors of European public opinion and amongst the poorest social classes and risk
causing a serious disruptive situation in the elections to the European Parliament next year. We have to get
to know and understand these opinions which are clearly opposed to fair and cooperative development but we
have to combat them with effective arguments.
These campaigns are especially centred against both European and non-European immigrants, who are
people subject to all kinds of difficulties, especially wherever they look for work and dignity, both in Europe
and in their countries of origin. Against all these pressures of isolation, the democratic social and political
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forces and the institutions, especially those of the European Union, must actively intervene with a policy of
welcome and integration.
In order to achieve a new situation in Europe a completely different economic policy must be established to
today's existing one which is solely based on the maintenance of the vested interests of powerful lobbies.
We also want to express our concern that for a new Europe:
1.

2.

3.
4.

The foreign policy of our continent is practically non-existent and where it does exist is very
weak especially with respect to the countries of the Mediterranean and the South of the world and it is
likewise incapable of working for peace with justice in the crisis areas of the Middle East.
Since the fall of the Berlin wall, the armed forces maintain and even increase their power, due
to the silent complicity of public opinion, and, in this way, there is a continuation of an enormous waste of
resources which could be used to benefit society, instead of which the arms trade intensifies. Europe is still
full of nuclear weapons and atomic disarmament is blocked.
Due the characteristics of globalization, Mafia forces expand and strengthen.
Political activity favouring education, culture and the environment has lost priority.
Enlightened by the Gospel of Jesus, we consider it is our duty at this moment to speak out and act both
individually and collectively since the current situation mocks ethical values of solidarity and engagement for
peace with justice, founded on the dignity of men and women, on the respect due to them, on their rights and
on justice, values which base their roots and their source in our faith.
We have to express ourselves in this way because unfortunately the senior leaders of our Church, both
national and European (COMECE & CCEE), do not react with the passion, openness, collegiality and
effectiveness which should be theirs in their relationship with civil society and the institutions so that they
reflect the image of the Church. But there are many male and female catholic citizens who work
constructively in the existing social reality even if, sometimes, their viewpoint is limited to assistance, albeit
most necessary at present, but which should be surpassed by more complete political insight and action to
render assistance unnecessary.
Furthermore, we are convinced that the empowered leaders of the Catholic Church must in no way defend
their privileges or play in society and in both national and European institutions roles which contradict the
evangelical message of Jesus, by transforming service by power (especially by means of Article 17 of the
new European Constitution), as in the former regime of Christianity that has disappeared and for which we
must not be nostalgic.

We, as male and female European citizens and grass-roots Christians, many of whom consider themselves to
be members of the Catholic Church to which they belong whilst refusing any kind of veto or obstacles from
the hierarchy, must promote such actions to ensure that all believers of different religions work together on
common objectives for our continent, in this beginning of the twenty-first century, to change its direction
beyond its former aspirations and its policies of opposing West to East and North to South and work
together with the great emerging countries.
It is by these efforts that dignity, mutual trust, Justice and Peace will have a greater chance to guide
humanity.
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